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ometimes the only training that saves lives is that which makes the difference
at the scene of an incident. Such is the case in situations where chemical
and biological threats pose immediate dangers for those exposed. In many
instances, detection is only the first step, and neutralizing the threat must follow.
In the Spring 2014 issue of CST & CBRNE Source Book, we give readers a look
into the evolving world of chemical and biological (CB) defense. In addition to
exploration of CB equipment designed to alert and identify, readers will discover
how the Edgewood Chemical Biological Center is providing the DoD with a mobile
platform to eliminate CB threats on site.
In an exclusive interview with COL Stephen Brodeur, Assistant Commandant,
U.S. Army CBRN School, Fort Leonard Wood, MO, we learn about the
comprehensive training efforts being implemented at the facility to ensure the
standardization of effective CBRN defense techniques extends well beyond the
classroom and attack scenario simulations.
From broad scope training to targeted skill application, this issue offers a look
into CB defense from a medical countermeasures perspective, bringing news of
Aberdeen Proving Ground’s recently completed Joint Program Executive Office
for Chemical and Biological Defense (JPEO-CBD)-led integration of response
entities into a single Joint PM for Medical Countermeasures. Also in this edition of
CST is an informative interview with JPEO-CBD Director Carmen Spencer, who
sheds light on the latest efforts the JPEO is implementing to advance CBRN attack
response readiness and critical medical countermeasures preparedness.
In the Spring 2014 issue of S&BP, we strove to condense a survey of homeland
security threats focused on, but not exclusive to, the United States. To start, readers
will learn how responders can find the CBRNE products and equipment they
need for international sporting events. This sounds like a Herculean challenge,
but Greece’s Dr. John Galatas literally wrote the book on it for the 2004 Athens
Olympics—and now shares what he learned with S&BP readers. Steve Melito, the
magazine’s editor, also describes the importance of international and interagency
programs in his holistic analysis of U.S. biosurveillance measures.
As American manufacturing experiences a re-shoring renaissance, access
to international markets remains critical. We examine risks to U.S. seaports
and shipping—and describe countermeasures against emerging threats and old
dangers reborn. Then, in a pair of insightful articles, author Allan Friedman and
U.S. Congressman Patrick Meehan explain how cyber warfare could threaten the
American way of life, and how the private sector can help protect both security
and privacy.
Sincerely,

Kevin Hunter
Editor
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Cover: Soldiers from the 71st Chemical Company, 8th MP Brigade, 8th Theater Sustainment Command, transport
and treat role-playing victims through a mass casualty decontamination shelter during a 2013 training event in
Hawaii. (Staff Sgt. Richard Sherba)
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Chemical Weapons Neutralization

Threat
Negation on
the Move
APG’s Edgewood Chemical Biological Center,
in coordination with the U.S. Defense Threat
Reduction Agency, is making chemical agent
neutralization a fielded reality.
By Don Kennedy, ECBC Communications

B

odies wrapped in white shrouds line the floor of an
unknown location in Syria. Shirtless men convulsing
and foaming at the mouth have eyes that are open yet
unresponsive. A five-year-old boy lay limp in the arms of an older
man. It is unclear whether the child is still breathing. The bodies
of other children dressed in brightly colored clothing lay lifeless
on a white-tiled floor. These were some of the startling images and
videos that surfaced in the wake of a chemical weapons attack in
Syria on 21 August 2013 that killed more than 1,400 people.
The tremors of this tragedy were felt around the world, altering
the diplomatic terrain and challenging international relationships.
The international community responded with a momentous
decision to directly address the chemical weapons attack and the
United States offered to work with others like the Organisation
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and the United
Nations to eliminate the threat from occurring again.

Unprecedented Technology Acquisition

With an Army known for traditional “boots on the ground”
operations, this instance required the DoD to include a more
agile, flexible approach to solve a pressing problem. It called on
the U.S. Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBC) and
other organizations located at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, for
inter-disciplinary teamwork that could identify the problem and
provide the correct solution: a new chemical weapons disposal
capability.
“There was a recognition that something was going to happen
in Syria, in all likelihood that would require us to do something
with those chemical materials that were known to be there,”
said Frank Kendall, undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology, and Logistics during a DoD media event on 2 January
2014.
ECBC has specialized expertise in chemical demilitarization
and field operations. Its Chemical Biological Application and Risk
Reduction (CBARR) Business Unit is comprised of 200 highly
trained and experienced scientists, technicians, and operators that
have been safely conducting chemical demilitarization missions
for decades in an environmentally responsible manner, including
the successful destruction of chemical agent stockpiles at U.S. site
locations and countries around the world.
In December 2012, the DoD had identified a capability gap
in such operations, noting that a destruction technology for bulk
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agents did not exist in a portable platform. DoD tasked ECBC and
the Joint Project Manager for Elimination (JPM-E), a component
of the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological
Defense (JPEO-CBD), to come up with a solution that could be
deployable to a remote location. The interagency team received
funding from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA),
and within six months developed the Field Deployable Hydrolysis
System (FDHS).
“The FDHS experience proves that given the opportunity and
urgency, the right people collaborating with the right tools can
produce incredibly effective technology on time and on budget,”
said ECBC Director Joseph Wienand.
The FDHS is a transportable, high throughput neutralization
system designed to convert chemical warfare material into
compounds not usable as weapons. It neutralized bulks amounts
of chemical warfare agents and their precursors through chemical
reactions involving reagents that are mixed and heated. The
FDHS meets the 99.9 percent destruction efficiency standard set
by the OPCW in the Chemical Weapons Convention in 1997.

tacticaldefensemedia.com

Chemical Weapons Neutralization
ECBC operators work on the FDHS at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD. The system was developed
with other government organizations on a fast track
acquisition within six months. (ECBC)

“The FDHS demonstrates the talent and dedication of ECBC’s
workforce who understand the organization’s nearly one hundredyear history and experience handling the world’s most hazardous
substances,” Wienand said. “These men and women have proven
their world-leading ability in chem-bio defense, and are dedicated
to work with others to solve some of the most complex problems.”
ECBC led the FDHS effort through full life-cycle development,
from design, fabrication, engineering, and test evaluation of the
system. Project management responsibilities included chemistry,
engineering, operations/maintenance, procurement, logistics, and
safety analysis.
“The most difficult aspect of designing a system in such a
short time period was the need to concurrently perform tasks that
would normally be performed sequentially,” said Adam Baker,
chemist with ECBC’s CBARR Business Unit. “Equipment was
already being procured while reaction chemistry and skid design
were still being finalized. To overcome this challenge, ECBC and
JPM-E incorporated proven technology to the greatest extent
possible, which helped keep late design changes to a minimum.”

tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Chemical Weapons Neutralization

The MV Cape Ray departed from Norfolk, VA, to support a joint mission for the OPCW and UN to destroy Syria’s chemical
agent stockpiles. Some 64 specialists from ECBC and two FDHS units will neutralize the stockpile using proven hydrolysis
technology. (ECBC)

More than 50 ECBC operators,
maintenance, and safety experts accounted
for 13,000 hours of work in order to ensure
the FDHS could be safely transported
and perform in expected operational
environments. As a result of the 20-week
collaborative design phase with JPM-E,
the FDHS is a self-sufficient system that
includes power generators and a fully
capable onsite laboratory, needing only
consumable materials such as water,
reagents, and fuel to operate. Redundancy
systems are built throughout the units to
ensure there is no disruption of operations
should equipment break or a line get
clogged. Operators are able to isolate the
issue and conduct repairs while continuing
operations through the other process line.
“The process was a rare opportunity
for CBARR to work collaboratively with a
large number of organizations within and
outside of ECBC,” said Baker. “One lesson
learned from this project is that ECBC can
greatly enhance its capabilities by working
collaboratively with other organizations
with complementary skill sets.”
On 27 June 2013, ECBC and DTRA
signed a technology transfer agreement
with the JPEO-CBD. The official transition
took place upon completion of an FDHS
operational demonstration for DoD
stakeholders and signified a transition
for advanced development and future
integration into the Chemical Biological
Defense Program Portfolio.

Ready to Serve

The integrated teamwork from ECBC
and its partners across the DoD enabled
the U.S. to embark on an unprecedented
mission in global chem-bio defense.
Through rigorous discovery and
formulation phases, these government
organizations realized a vision that
will spare all nations the hazards
of neutralizing some of the world’s
deadliest agents on their own soil.
Two FDHS units have been installed
on the MV Cape Ray, a container
ship that departed from Portsmouth,
VA, on 27 January of this year as the
DoD’s primary contribution toward
international efforts to eliminate Syria’s

The FDHS experience
proves that given
the opportunity and
urgency, the right
people collaborating
with the right
tools can produce
incredibly effective
technology on time
and on budget.
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chemical weapons stockpile. Some 64
specialists from ECBC and JPM-E are
supporting the mission aboard the
vessel.
“You are about to accomplish
something no one has tried. You will
be destroying, at sea, one of the world’s
largest stockpiles of chemical weapons
and helping make a safer world,” wrote
Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel to
the crew of the Cape Ray. “Your task
will not be easy. Your days will be long
and rigorous. But your hard work,
preparation, and dedication will make
the difference.”
The U.S. is part of an international
effort to meet milestones set forth by
the OPCW, including the 30 June 2014
target date for the total destruction of
Syria’s chemical weapons materials.
The 90-day mission will include the
neutralization of about 700 metric tons
of chemical weapons agents, which will
be transferred to the Cape Ray from both
Danish and Norwegian ships.

Looking Ahead

As part of the U.S. Army Research,
Development, and Engineering
Command, ECBC consistently bands
together with other organizations to
develop powerful solutions for the
world’s most complex challenges. That
means staying ahead of the technology
curve, harnessing the necessary expertise
and building collaborative relationships
that accelerate information sharing
and promote innovation. Addressing
the capability gap in chemical disposal
operations was no different.
Now, the FDHS is a game changer
in chem-bio defense. The DoD has
offered the OPCW and UN a new
value proposition that can benefit the
world at large and dilute the threat
of chemical weapon use in countries
around the world. This solution is both
groundbreaking and rooted in the
everyday leadership of the participating
organizations. As the national defense
community ref lects back on its
experiences, the mission to destroy
Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile will
become another defining moment in
history.
More info: www.ecbc.army.mil
and www.jpeocbd.osd.mil
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TechUpdate
New Handheld Chemical Detection and ID Tool

USAF Integrates New Warning System

908 Devices has
introduced the M908,
a unique handheld tool
utilizing high-pressure
mass spectrometry
(HPMS) for trace-level
chemical detection and
identification. Engineered
to provide civilian users,
first responders, and
military teams with new
capabilities for material analysis, the company says the M908
is “set to transform the way chemical and explosive hazards are
controlled at the point of need.”
“Emergency responders require dependable detection and
analysis capabilities that can keep pace with the ever-expanding
list of chemical and explosive threats of today,” 908 Devices said in
a press release. “For the first time, emergency responders can now
rely on the power and sensitivity of MS for fast chemical detection,
identification and continuous incident monitoring directly in
hand, at the point of action.”
Environmentally hardened to commercial and military
standards, such as MIL-STD-810G, M908 weighs just 4.4 pounds,
is battery powered, and designed for easy operation in full personal
protective equipment. From trace to bulk materials in liquid,
solid, and vapor form, M908 provides mission-critical actionable
intelligence at the push of a button. Alerts are provided in seconds
with rapid clear down time between measurements and low false
alarm rates providing trusted performance for immediate action
in the field.
908 Devices’ development of patented HPMS utilizing
micro-scale ion traps, unique on-board algorithms, and
integrated software enables M908 to operate in the field with
“unprecedented” levels of selectivity and sensitivity in the partsper-billion, according to the company, which cited the M908’s
speed of detection and low false-positive rate, as well as its compact
and lightweight form, as its defining attributes.

AtHoc, Inc., a network-centric interactive crisis communication
systems developer, has announced that the U.S. Air Force has
integrated training for operations of the AtHoc Interactive Warning
System (IWS) into its standard curriculum for educating and
certifying command and control personnel stationed around the
world.
As part of the Air Education and Training Command school
based at Keesler Air Force Base in Biloxi, MS, all personnel assigned
as command post controllers at Air Force bases around the world
are trained during a six-week course on operational readiness and
emergency management response processes.
The AtHoc IWS solution uses the IP network to bring interactive
communications capabilities to organizations. Warning messages
can be sent to all personnel with the push of a button using any
combination of sirens, radios, computer desktop pop-up alerts, instant
messages, digital signs, texts, emails,
VoIP audio/visual phones, mobile- or
smartphones, and more. Rich media
content such as photos, videos, and
maps can also be shared among
personnel, emergency teams, and
first responders.
More info: athoc.com

More info: 908devices.com

Footage from the Officer’s Perspective

More info: vievu.com
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In this time of fiscal challenges, threats do not yield and operational needs do not go away.
Now more than ever, the Marine Corps values its trusted industry partners.
Modern Day Marine showcases the latest innovations in military equipment and systems,
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Call now to reserve your space, showcase your company and support the Marine Corps.

Sponsored by
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For more information, visit marinemilitaryexpos.com
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TechUpdate

VIEVU, leading supplier of body worn video (BWV) for
law enforcement, security, and emergency responders, has
introduced its Straight Shooter 25, designed for agencies
needing to capture video evidence from the officer’s
perspective. Straight Shooter 25 includes the recently
released rugged LE3 HD camera, VERIPATROL secure file
management software that includes in-car mobile viewing, and
free cloud storage access.
The LE3 is a secure HD video camera designed for law
enforcement that was built not only to capture the best forensic
video evidence possible but also to make operation simple
with its large slide on/off switch for easy activation in stressful
situations. According to the company, VIEVU’s accompanying
VERIPATROL software exceeds current evidence standards
and prevents tampering, editing, or deleting video using a FIPS
140-2 compliant file authenticity process.

Chem-Bio Response Medical Countermeasures

Preparing to Counteract

Medical Countermeasures Retooled to Meet Evolving Threats
By Arlene Goyette, Chief Communications
Officer, Joint Project Management Office for
Medical Countermeasure Systems, JPEO-CBD

I

nfectious diseases as familiar as the flu
and as frightening as Ebola are caused by
viruses that flourish and mutate around
the globe, posing a constant threat to U.S.
military personnel and civilians. Recognizing
the potential for the weaponization of viruses,
as well as the fact that servicemembers
are often deployed to areas with prevalent
rare and emerging infectious diseases, the
DoD’s Joint Program Executive Office for
Chemical Biological Defense (JPEO-CBD)
seeks a broad range of countermeasures to
enable Service members to rapidly identify,
diagnose, prevent, treat and minimize the
effects of validated or emerging chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN)
threat agents and infectious diseases. Among
the JPEO-CBD’s strategies is taking a
proactive role in the advanced development
of vaccines, therapeutics, diagnostic systems,
and manufacturing capabilities for medical
countermeasures (MCM) of strategic interest
to military planners.
Non-state actors, terrorist organizations,
and certain countries are interested in the
development of CBRN agents. Scientific
advances have increased the possibility of
engineering biological or chemical threats.
The high risk to American forces at home
and abroad makes medical research and
development in the prevention, diagnosis,
and treatment of potential CBRN outbreaks a
national security priority.
As U.S. forces have deployed against state
and non-state actors in Iraq, Afghanistan,
and elsewhere, the risk of exposure to CBRN
attacks has grown. Chemical weapons have

been used in the conflict in Syria, and there is
a threat of their proliferation to other actors in
the region and around the globe.
Despite this increase in risk, private
industries in the United States and Europe
largely avoid research and development
of medical countermeasures to CBRN
agents. Private sector firms tend to invest
in technologies with the potential to
provide large financial returns to their
shareholders—looking for that “home
run” product capable of controlling a
large market share and enriching their
investors. The development of anti-viral
vaccines and drugs targeted against a rare
but lethal virus such as Ebola may not
qualify as a profitable venture because
outbreaks are infrequent and occur mainly
in remote regions of the world. Investors
also prefer to focus on chronic rather than
acute diseases because of the potential for
ongoing sales.

JPEO-CBD’s Approach

JPEO-CBD strives to fill the gap left by
private industry to meet the critical needs
of the U.S. Armed Services by providing
MCM to ensure mission readiness and
sustainment. The DoD’s joint project
management (JPM) offices focused on
combating an array of CBRN threats. To
increase efficiency, reduce duplicative
practices, and enhance collaboration in MCM
advanced development, acquisition, and
communications, JPEO-CBD retooled its
medical portfolio programs by establishing
the Medical Countermeasure Systems Joint
Project Management Office (JPM-MCS), a
single JPM under the command of Army
Colonel Russell E. Coleman.
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MCM development, acquisition, and
fielding are key components of the JPEOCBD’s efforts to combat CBRN threats and
emerging infectious diseases. Prior to the
medical reorganization, these operations were
split among three offices within JPEO-CBD.
”While streamlining three offices into
one has its challenges, we’ve discovered
innovative opportunities for cooperation
and collaboration—opportunities that have
created new energy and enthusiasm for our
mission, thus improving the products and
protection we deliver to our servicemembers,”
said Col. Russell E. Coleman, Joint Project
Manager, MCS.
While each office advanced a vital role
individually, a streamlined and collaborative
organization can more efficiently respond
to CBRN threats. The new JPM-MCS office
centralizes acquisitions, finance, logistics,
and communication functions, and reduces
costs through the elimination of duplicative
processes. Medical program oversight
and command is now centralized, and the
sometimes disparate and conflicting messages
that formerly occurred have been replaced
with clear, strategic communications.

The JPM-MCS
Continuum of Care

JPM-MCS provides the nation with safe,
effective, and innovative medical solutions
to counter CBRN threats by developing
promising new technologies and guiding
them through both DoD’s acquisition
process and the intricate approval process
of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
JPM-MCS’s organizational model provides
countermeasures for the full continuum of
care through programs aimed at preventing,
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Chem-Bio Response Medical Countermeasures
diagnosing, and treating CBRN threats. Its four Joint
Project Management offices and two Product Support
Offices provide response to these threats at distinct
stages of the continuum of care.

Project Management Offices

Prevention: Joint Vaccine Acquisition Program
(JVAP) JVAP develops, produces, and
stockpiles FDA-licensed biological
defense vaccines that can help avoid
outbreaks and protect U.S. forces
from attacks. In addition, vaccines
administered prior to deployment or
outbreaks provide long-term protection
and help reduce the burden on medical
logistics.
In addition to the management of FDA-licensed vaccine
systems for anthrax and smallpox, JVAP’s products portfolio also
includes vaccines for botulinum toxin, pneumonic plague, Marburg
and Ebola viruses, and ricin.
Diagnosis: Diagnostics Program (DX) One of the first
requirements of any effective response is the early and accurate
identification of the nature of the infection or chemical agent.
Timely diagnosis informs treatments, enables appropriate preventive
measures, and can determine the level and spread of the outbreak.
DX develops diagnostic tools to provide quick and accurate diagnosis,
improve treatment outcomes, and identify appropriate protective
measures for the force at large.
DX recently announced the award of the Next Generation
Diagnostic System Technology Development contract to usher in
the next generation of diagnostic systems for our servicemembers—
systems that will offer distinct advantages over the DoD’s current
Joint Biologic Agent Identification and Diagnostic System (JBAIDS)
by greatly expanding diagnostics capabilities, reducing detection
time, increasing ease of use, and reducing the amount of training
time needed. The new systems will begin replacing the JBAIDS as
early as 2015.
Treatment: Chemical Defense Pharmaceuticals (CDP) and
BioDefense Therapeutics (BDTX) Offices The effects of exposure
to a biological agent, whether it occurs naturally or is engineered,
can cause serious consequences for the fighting force, including
absenteeism, costly recovery, and the loss of combat efficacy. The CDP
office delivers therapeutics for chemical, radiological, and nuclear
threats, while BDTX delivers therapeutics for biological threats. These
therapeutics can be deployed to exposed populations and sustain U.S.
forces in the face of infectious outbreaks.
A BDTX-funded drug candidate, favipiravir, has demonstrated
broad-spectrum potential against multiple strains of influenza
including strains that are resistant to currently available antiinfluenza therapeutics. To date, no influenza strains have shown
resistance to favipiravir.

Product Support Offices

Enabling Tools and Capabilities: Advanced Development
Manufacturing Capability (ADMC) and Critical Reagents
Programs (CRP) These product support offices provide critical
industrial and testing resources to advance the mission of JPM-MCS.
The ADMC provides the capability to rapidly manufacture MCM
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to known or unknown CBRN threats. The CRP serves
as the principal resource for high-quality, validated,
and standardized biological reagents and assays.
The manufacturing capability provided by ADMC
and the assay resources provided by CRP create a
one-stop shop from diagnosis to drug development to
manufacturing.
Although the MCS mission is to provide
MCM for military personnel, its efforts
have a broader reach. In 2013, CRP
assays detected the presence of the toxin
ricin in letters bound for the President
of the United States and Senator Roger
Wicker of Mississippi.

Conclusion

The JPM-MCS has helped create a unified and seamless medical
development, acquisitions, and fielding program that has increased
its predecessors’ capabilities and efficiency—both organizationally and
functionally. It is able to support the DoD’s mission to protect the U.S.
warfighter from 21st-century CBRN threats with the full continuum of
care in mind, under a single, cohesive command structure.

More info: www.jpeocbd.osd.mil
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Program Update JPEO-CBD

Relevant
and ready

The Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological
Defense (JPEO-CBD) takes great pride in serving as the Joint
Services single focal point for research, development, acquisition,
fielding, and life-cycle support of chemical, biological, radiological,
and nuclear defense equipment and Food and Drug Administrationapproved medical countermeasures.
Seven joint project management offices within the JPEO-CBD
lead, manage, and direct the acquisition and fielding of systems in
the areas of chemical and biological detection and reconnaissance,
individual and collective protection, decontamination, information
management, medical devices, drugs and vaccines, weapons of
mass destruction elimination, radiological and nuclear defense, and
installation/force protection systems.
At the helm of the JPEO-CBD is Mr. Carmen Spencer. Spencer,
a member of the Department of Defense (DoD) Senior Executive
Service, assumed his role as Joint Program Executive Officer in
November 2012. In less than two years, he has led the organization
through an expansion of its mission area and pivotal support of
worldwide missions.
Spencer’s service to the DoD is multidimensional. In addition
to serving as the JPEO for chemical and biological defense, he
provides both management oversight of the Acquisition Category
1-D Chemical Demilitarization Program and executive level policy
and oversight of the Chemical Demilitarization Program projects.
He is also responsible for representing the Chemical Demilitarization
Program to Congress.
Mr. Spencer was interviewed by CST & CBRNE
Editor Kevin Hunter.

CST & CBRNE: What are the current focus areas for the
JPEO-CBD?
Mr. Spencer: The current emphasis areas of the JPEO-CBD are
medical countermeasures, diagnostics, biosurveillance, and nontraditional agent defense. These support the DoD’s Chemical Biological
Defense Program’s four enduring strategic goals of equipping the
force, preventing surprise, maintaining infrastructure, and leading the
Enterprise. Continued development of these goals is greatly impacted
by the progress of our programs.
CST & CBRNE: Can you share specific ongoing initiatives
within each of the JPEO-CBD’s focus areas mentioned
above?
Mr. Spencer: Medical countermeasures include capabilities to
protect the warfighter against chemical, biological, and radiological
threats. We develop both prophylaxes, such as vaccines to immunize
personnel, and therapeutics to treat personnel in the event of exposure.
We are establishing the DoD Medical Countermeasures Advanced
Development and Manufacturing Capability that will provide flexible
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and modular manufacturing to support DoD quantities of required
vaccines. This capability will greatly benefit the DoD since our needed
volume of vaccines is significantly less than Department of Health and
Human Services quantities for the overall civilian U.S. population.
The ability to rapidly identify agents of concern is important to
us, and we have sharpened our diagnostics portfolio by increasing the
capability of our fielded product, the Joint Biological Agent Diagnostic
System, while moving forward to develop the follow-on system known
as the Next Generation Diagnostics System Increment 1.
We are working on an innovative and collaborative approach
to biosurveillance that will apply our expertise and equipment to
improve situational awareness for the warfighter. This is our advanced
technology demonstration known as JUPITR—the Joint United States
Forces Korea Portal and Integrated Threat Recognition advanced
technology demonstration. This ongoing effort provides specific
detection and analysis resources to address the need for biosurveillance
on the Korean peninsula.
We continue to evaluate threats and test developmental
technologies to enhance the capabilities of our current systems. We’ve
provided capability kits to civil support teams to address the need for
a near term capability to combat emerging threat materials. These
kits include detection, personnel protection, and decontamination
capabilities.
CST & CBRNE: You’ve been with the JPEO-CBD for more
than a year now. What major changes have occurred within
the organization since you arrived?
Mr. Spencer: The joint project managers within the JPEO-CBD are
responsible, cradle to grave, for the countermeasures they acquire and
develop. As a result, it has been important to me from the moment I
arrived that we coordinate, collaborate, and integrate with science and
technology programs within organizations such as the Defense Threat
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Reduction Agency (DTRA) and the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency as well as the organic industrial
base, academia, and industry in a holistic, transparent
approach to solving the very complex problems that
we face when it comes to CBRN defense. That is the
foundation of all we do.
The JPEO-CBD has
never been more relevant
than it is today. This is
evident by the expansion
of our mission areas
with the addition of the Joint
Project Management Office for Radiological and Nuclear Defense
(JPM-RND) and the provisional Joint Project Management Office for
Elimination.
The impetus for the initiative to stand up the JPM-RND was the
lessons learned from the 2011 Operation Tomadachi in response to the
Japanese nuclear reactor incident after the tsunami. The JPM-RND
is now responsible for the DoD’s research, development, acquisition,
fielding, and life-cycle support of joint RND systems. This new JPM
will maximize efficiency in the development of RND countermeasures
through collaboration with each branch of the armed forces, other
federal agencies, and international partners.
Our organization is now responsible for the safe treatment and
disposal of chemical agents and weapons across the globe using
incineration, neutralization, and hydrolysis technologies. A mission
transitioned to us from the Chemical Material Activity. The Joint
Project Management Office for Elimination (provisional) oversees this
expanded area of responsibility. This is the office that partnered with
DTRA, the Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBC), and other
DoD and federal agencies to develop and deploy the Field Deployable
Hydrolysis System (FDHS) that is currently being used in the NATO
mission to rid Syria of its chemical weapons and materials. Our system
is the key U.S. contribution to this effort.
The JPEO-CBD also restructured its medical programs to yield
greater efficiency, collaboration, and seamless access to expertise and
resources for the advanced development of medical countermeasures

by merging three offices to form the Joint Project Management
Office for Medical Countermeasures. The consolidation was
built upon the combined strengths of three former medical
joint project management offices: Chemical Biological
Medical Systems, Transformational Medical Technologies,
and Medical Countermeasures Advanced Development and
Manufacturing.
While the congressionally
mandated BRAC move of
the JPEO’s headquarters
from Falls Church, VA, to our
current home on Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, occurred in 2011, before I arrived, I’ve certainly
witnessed firsthand the benefits of having our headquarters element
and four of our seven joint project management offices co-located
here with other DoD organizations that support the development of
capabilities for combating weapons of mass destruction and collectively
form the DoD’s CBRNE Center of Excellence. A specific example of
this synergy is our partnership with the ECBC in the development of
FDHS. We were able to take the system from conception to deployment
in ten months … a truly monumental feat within the world of DoD
acquisition.
CST & CBRNE: Is there anything else you’d like to share
with our readers?
Mr. Spencer: As the nation and the DoD draws down, we are
preparing the organization to do more with what we have. That means
continuing to work with our inter- and intra-agency partners along
with industry, academia, and international allies on a common path
to success. And success is equipping our American service members
with the capabilities needed to survive the next fight, not the last fight.
The JPEO-CBD has great people—committed professionals—who are
devoted to making this happen.
More info: www.jpeocbd.osd.mil
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Leadership Perspective

Fielding Readiness

through Training
Colonel Jeffrey Brodeur received his commission in the Chemical
Corps through Officer Candidate School. COL Brodeur’s duty
assignments include: Battalion Chemical Officer, 1-62 ADA and
3-22 IN, 25th Infantry Division; Platoon Leader and Executive
Officer, 71st Chemical Company; Division TAC Chemical Officer,
1st Infantry Division during Desert Shield/Storm; Aviation Brigade
Chemical Officer and Brigade HHC Commander, 1st Infantry
Division; Chemical Logistics Planner, FORSCOM G-3; Regimental
Chemical Officer, 160 Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(Airborne); Deputy Division Chemical Officer, 101 Airborne
(AASLT); Chemical Officer, Office of Military Support; Battalion
XO, 83 Chemical Battalion; Warrior Brigade Executive Officer with
duty as Task Force Warrior G-3 to train Free Iraqi Forces in Taszar,
Hungary for introduction into Operation Iraqi Freedom with
coalition forces; Commander, Denver Army Recruiting Battalion;
Branch Chief, Weapons of Mass Destruction for J5 Plans and
Strategy U.S. Pacific Command; and Chief Operational Protection
Division and Deputy Chief of Staff [Main Command Post] for U.S.
Army Central.
Colonel Brodeur’s awards and decorations include the
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, Meritorious Service Medal, Army
Commendation Medal, Army Achievement Medal, Air Assault
Badge, Airborne Badge, and Ranger Tab.
He is currently assigned as the Assistant Commandant, U.S.
Army Chemical, Biological, Chemical, and Nuclear School.
COL Brodeur was interviewed by CST & CBRNE Source
Book Editor Kevin Hunter.
CST & CBRNE: Please speak to your role and functions
as Assistant Commandant, U.S. Army CBRN School, Fort
Leonard Wood, MO.
COL Brodeur: As Assistant Commandant, my role is to continue
to implement the vision of the previous Commandant and Chief
of the Chemical Regiment, Brigadier General Peggy Combs. The
task is both simple and complex. She articulated a clear vision;
however, there are many challenges in trying to program resources
to increase our capabilities over the next seven to ten years.
CST & CBRNE: From a readiness perspective, please
speak to the mission/role CBRN School has and
continues to play in DoD- and nation-wide CBRN
hazardous material response.
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Colonel Jeffrey Brodeur
Assistant Commandant
U.S. Army CBRN School
Fort Leonard Wood, MO

Col Brodeur: The U.S. Army CBRN School (CBRNS) trains and
educates all of our Army’s CBRN Soldiers—active duty, Reserve
Component, and National Guard. The Chemical Corps Regiment
represents our nation’s only large-area hazardous material
assessment capability. This capability is unique for many of our
partners, friends, and allies, and we can easily imagine having a
regional conflict where we are the only CBRN technical response
force trained and ready to assist. Our continued role in DoD
readiness is to remove CBRN readiness obstacles, coordinate for
solutions, and provide world-class training facilities as a venue for
individual and small-unit collective training.
CST & CBRNE: In terms of an evolution in training and
education, please describe some of the primary focus
areas at the core of the CBRNS curriculum as well as
some specific training facilities at the CBRNS.
COL Brodeur: The War Department established the Chemical
Warfare Service on 28 June 1918 to manage chemical offensive
and defensive programs. Today the U.S. Army Chemical Corps
continues to be the nation’s leader in protecting the force and the
homeland from CBRN threats and hazards. The CBRNS provides
the nation with soldiers, leaders, and teams trained in CBRN
operational skills. Our mission extends from battlefield CBRN
threats and hazards to meeting the homeland security needs in
consequence management, joint, interagency, intergovernmental,
and multi-national CBRN training and education.
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Our continued role in DoD readiness is to remove CBRN readiness
obstacles, coordinate for solutions, and provide world-class training
facilities as a venue for individual and small-unit collective training.
The E.F. Bullene CBRN Defense Training Facility (CDTF) is
a one-of-a-kind training facility in DoD. Training is conducted
in a live hazardous material environment: a fully contained
indoor climate-controlled, negative air-pressure facility with
a visitor-observation area. To increase confidence, students
can use one of six training pads to do dry runs and [practice]
the decontamination process before moving into the facility.
Training aids inside the facility include an HMMWV, an M-113
armored personnel carrier, and a helicopter.
The 1LT Joseph Terry CBRN Responder Facility consists
of the main building, which houses classrooms, office space,
training bays, and a sensor and detector lab, plus five other
training areas. The urban training area, consisting of four
buildings connected by tunnels, is used for multiple CBRN
scenarios for group and individual training. The intermodal
containers training area uses a collection of International
Maritime Organization intermodal shipping containers to
train individuals and groups in site characterization, search,
survey, and sampling procedures on possible harmful substances
entering the U.S. by cargo ships.
A concrete road intersection, called the vehicular training
area, trains CBRN responders to perform multiple operations
used to control a variety of tanker truck spill scenarios. The
railcar training area contains 200 feet of rail and four different
types of railcars used to conduct training on a number of CBRN
attack and spill scenarios. A cave complex is used for CBRN
identification and response training.
CST & CBRNE: How is the CBRNS working to promote
positive relationships with joint service and civil
elements responsible for CBRN hazardous material
response for enhanced readiness at home?
Soldiers plug a leak on a chlorine tank simulator during incident response training at Fort Leonard
Wood. (Melissa Buckley, FLW Public Affairs Office)

Our craft and technical expertise is in high demand not only
overseas but also at home. Our Dragon Soldiers and Enterprise
are already looking beyond the known to determine how the
regiment can continue to adapt to provide our Army with the
best combatting weapons of mass destruction and CBRN hazards
response force possible.
Now, more than ever, our nation is counting on us to be
prepared for, to prevent the use of, to protect against, to respond
to, and to recover from the accidental release or deliberate use of
these hazards. We have reinvested our resources to evolve into
a force that plans, assesses, characterizes, advises, and mitigates
all hazardous materials through the range of military operations.
Our training now incorporates hazardous materials training at
differing echelons so all students leave with certifications that
immediately make them a valuable asset with a unique capability.
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COL Brodeur: We partner with Army North (ARNORTH)
and Northern Command (NORTHCOM) as a technical resource
and extension of their staff to provide subject-matter expertise
with respect to all hazards material response. We also host
the Joint Senior Leader’s Course, which gives senior military
and civilian personnel working in various civil governmental
agencies and the joint community a first-hand appreciation of
the CBRNS and the Chemical Corps Regiment’s capabilities.
CST & CBRNE: What challenges do you see facing the
CBRNS in the coming years?
COL Brodeur: First, our CBRN personnel throughout the
Chemical Corps Regiment and our CBRN organizations in
our active and Reserve components (such as the Army and Air
National Guard’s Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support
Teams, or WMD-CSTs) are so successful at managing CBRN
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incidents and hazards that they mitigate issues before they
become national headlines. This can create a perception that
the training resources and funding are not required to maintain
proficiency and readiness. Thus, they run the risk of not being
considered for additional resources as our leaders look at
shrinking the defense budget.
Second, the level of interagency and intergovernmental
coordination required in the performance of these critical
missions is by nature intricate and complex in its requirements.
We must be vigilant of this system and be prepared to work
through its complex intricacies to maximize our response if and
when an incident occurs.
CST & CBRNE: Feel free to discuss any
accomplishments or objectives your office has
achieved or is working on.
COL Brodeur: The training, organizational, doctrinal,
and materiel solutions that we have recently developed and
implemented allow us to do much more than just mitigate
against chemical and biological warfare threats. We now have
the capability to respond to the entire spectrum of chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear threats, in both domestic
and foreign environments. We are also working hard to
ensure that the next generation of CBRN warriors is fully

Soldiers work together to patch and plug a 55-gallon drum to stop a hazardous material leak during Advanced Leader Course incident. (Melissa Buckley, FLW Public Affairs)

qualified to meet future threats. We need our nation’s best
and brightest enlisted soldiers, noncommissioned, warrant,
and commissioned officers to come on board and serve in our
country’s defense.

More info: www.wood.army.mil/newweb/chemical
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Industry Partner Argon Electronics

Training the “HAZ”

out of HAZMAT
Argon Electronics offers new training
simulation technology for reducing live
scenario dangers to first responders.
By Steven Pike, Argon Electronics Ltd.

chromatograms in response to simulation sources in gas
chromatography (GC)/MS mode. Using a simulation probe, the
Hapsite simulator shuts down consumables, making training
extremely cost effective.

Evolution

Removing Bad from Rad

Initiated by the UK Fire Service, which wanted to enhance
radiological training, and by the then U.S. Army Chemical
School, Fort McClellan, to improve chemical detection
exercises, Argon Electronics has been at the forefront in the
development of CBRN and HazMat simulation systems for
over 20 years.
Early Camsim and M22 ACADASIM simulators proved
to be so effective at enabling realistic CBRN and HazMat
exercises to be created that they were eventually deployed
throughout the U.S. Armed forces. Working with many
of the world’s leading detector manufacturers, Argon has
subsequently developed a wide range of detector simulators
that have been successfully deployed to enhance CBRN/
HazMat training worldwide.

Radiation response training presents similar challenges. The
presence of radioactivity in itself may or may not be cause for
concern, but identifying the radionuclides present provides
critical information to enable informed decisions.
Realistic training aids based upon replacement training
simulator probes for the AD/VDR-2, AN/PDR-77, RDS100,
and Ludlums survey meters, which can be utilized with
Argon’s EPD-MK2-SIM dosimeter simulator and SAM940
spectrometer simulator, enable extremely realistic radiological
exercises to be executed, thus enabling survey techniques,
contamination monitoring, attention to personal dosimetry
and use of spectrometers to be practiced.
Using simulators, instructors can set interesting and
challenging scenarios that result in decisions having to be
made in real time by the response team. Exercise scenarios to
be implemented with ease in a variety of indoor or outdoor
Multi-detector Technology
locations, including government buildings, conference venues,
Now the CBRN threat has transitioned to an urban
and subway stations, provide a valuable opportunity to practice
environment, military and first responders must be trained to
entry, search, exit, evacuation, and casualty recover and
respond to a CBRN or HazMat incident effectively and safely
assessment procedures.
in what will almost certainly be a domestic crime scene. First
In addition to the ability to monitor correct use of the
responders, especially fire departments, have had to deal with
instrument, Argon simulators enable you to confirm operator
HazMat for decades. The lines between HazMat and CBRN,
proficiency and response procedures using a totally safe,
however, are now thoroughly intertwined, especially given
environmentally friendly simulation technology. Multi-source
that many HazMat substances are relatively easy to obtain
exercises can be set up within a matter of minutes, and because
and could be used to create an improvised weapon. Often the
simulation sources are electronic, there are no remediation
precise substance and manner in which it is intended
or cleanup costs whatsoever whilst error reporting helps
to be employed defines the nature of the incident—a
ensure detector-use training remains consistent.
genuine accident or terrorist threat? An unfortunate
Decisions made at the command center based upon
chemical suicide or experimental chemical IED?
reported readings can also be evaluated. One
Due to the breadth of potential substances
memorable radiological exercise using Argon
and the need to be certain of their
simulators took an interesting turn when a first
identification, responders now have a
responder misread the units on a dosimeter
variety of detection technologies at their
because he was not accustomed to seeing high
disposal. Argon’s proprietary simulation
readings and different display units.
platform permits simulation of both actual
The economic benefits of not using and
threat substances and false positives,
damaging actual detectors for training are
enabling training in both initial detection
also significant. The JCAD simulator, for
and false positive screening. For example,
example, uses simulation sieve packs and even
this can be accomplished using JCADsimulates and monitors correct exchange of
SIM and AP4C-SIM followed by realistic
those simulation sieve packs, which are critical
confirmation of substance identification
to reducing ongoing cost of ownership and
through a Hapsite simulator, which
maintaining operational readiness of actual
provides identification in mass spectrometry
detectors.
(MS) mode and replays pre-recorded
M4E1 JCAD SIMULATOR
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Simulator probe for RDS100,
AN/PDR-77, and AN/VDR-2

Expand and Modulate

For larger exercise scenarios, Argon developed PlumeSIM,
an instrumented CBRN/HazMat exercise system for use with
their simulators. Single or multiple plumes and hot spots can
be released permitting imaginative exercise scenarios to be
created including a “dirty bomb,” a large scale radiological
or industrial chemical release, and even a chemical weapons
attack. PlumeSIM also has a very practical table top exercise
mode which is ideal for cost effective pre-field exercise
practice.
PlumeSIM automatically tracks and records student activity
and simulation detector usage errors, enabling instructors
to monitor student progress in real time. A powerful after
action review capability provides exercise wash up feedback
and the ability to prove response competency and demonstrate
proposed incident response plans for specific events to
government or regulatory officials.

Radiological survey exercise using PlumeSIM (Argon Electronics)

EDITORS NOTE:
Steven Pike is Managing Director and founder of Argon Electronics
Camsim and PlumeSIM are trademarks of Argon Electronics (UK)
Ltd. LCD3.2E and LCD3.3 are trademarks of Smiths Detection.
Hapsite is a trademark of Inficon. RDS100 is a trademark of
Canberra SAM 940 is a trademark of Thermo Fischer Scientific.
Ludlums is a trademark of Ludlums Instruments Inc.

Meeting The Challenges
2N D AN NUAL

Lessons Learned

The withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan has for many
countries presented an opportunity to review CBRN training,
which has often taken a back seat relative to IEDs, resulting in
a need to rebuild this important skill set. At the present time,
live training often does not incorporate any element of CBRN
detector simulation. Argon has generated an interface protocol
that enables its simulators to be integrated with both existing
and new live/virtual training systems for use in large battalion
and home station training systems.
PlumeSIM by itself can also provide a highly effective
CBRN and HazMat home station training system, and
has been procured by a number of leading CBRN training
facilities in the United States and Europe, including the UK
Defense CBRN training facility and the UK Police CBRN
training center at Ryton, with the UK MoD presently fielding
numerous PlumeSIM systems and simulators throughout all
services. It is clear that CBRN and HazMat training is taken
extremely seriously—it is referred to by some as “the next IED.”
Effective simulation can transform exercises and help provide
responders and the military with the high quality training they
rightly deserve.
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Disaster Response Olympic Scenarios

Olympic Challenges

Require Herculean Efforts
CBRN Defense and International Sporting Events
Dr. Ioannis (John) Galatas, MD, PhD wrote the CBRN Defense
Plan for the 2004 Summer Olympics and served as Commandant
of the CBRN Response Unit for the Olympic Hospital in Athens,
Greece. A retired brigadier general with 35 years of service in
the Hellenic Armed Forces, Dr. Galatas is a certified Chemical
Weapons Protection Chief Instructor and editor of the CBRNE
Terrorism Newsletter.
Dr. Galatas was interviewed by S&BP Editor Steve Melito.
S&BP: Did you know much about CBRN defense before the
2004 Summer Olympics?
BG Galatas, MD: Basic CBRN training is part of military instruction.
As a First Lieutenant with the Armed Forces Special Weapons School,
I received a theoretical education. There were some practical exercises,
but allergy and clinical immunology was my main focus then.
After the Tokyo Sarin attack of 1995, however, I began studying
CBRN threats systematically. After 9/11, I became involved
operationally with Greece’s first CBRN response team. Later, I served
as planner and then Commandant of the only specialized, hospitalbased CBRN unit deployed specifically for the Olympics at the Army
General Hospital.
S&BP: You’ve written that CBRNE defense is your
“passion” because hospitals and the medical community
represent the “weakest link” in CBRNE response plans.
Would you please elaborate?
BG Galatas, MD: To prepare for international sporting events like the
Olympics, planners generally copy-and-paste previous procedures.
Athens was the first Summer Olympiad after 9/11, however, and there
had also been an international anthrax scare. Since we had no plan to
copy, we started with a blank sheet of paper.
After each Olympiad now, the standard procedure is to pass plans
forward. For each of the Olympic events that have followed, almost
80 percent of the resources have been focused on first responders at
the scene—the hot zone. This is a critical point for your readers to
understand. In the event of a CBRN attack, most of the resources will
be positioned where most of the victims won’t stay.
Let’s look at some statistics. In a CBRN incident, some 20
percent of the victims will remain in the hot zone because they are
dead, severely wounded, and/or contaminated. About 80 percent
will walk, run, or otherwise travel in all possible directions. If these
victims experience clinical symptomatology, they will visit all of the
surrounding hospitals.
At these hospitals, there will be a one-to-five ratio of the
contaminated to the “worried well.” In even the most advanced
societies, such a sudden and massive influx of patients will overwhelm
the medical system. Again, although 80 percent of the resources are
dedicated to the hot zone, 80 percent of the victims will not remain
where these first responders are.
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Italian firefighters in Pisa begin the decontamination process of a contaminated role player during
a joint U.S.-Italian exercise. (U.S. Army)

Data from the Tokyo sarin attack supports this. In that CBRN
incident, 85 percent of the victims traveled to 169 hospitals and clinics
under their own power. In any large Olympic city—and Tokyo itself
will host the 2020 Summer Games—traffic jams could prevent first
responders—especially those in large vehicles—from leaving the hot
zone and traveling to where they would be needed.
It’s time to reconsider our response plans and provide more
support for hospitals, the ultimate destinations for most victims.
At the same time, responders must be able to reach the scene of an
incident promptly to perform tasks such as situational reporting,
detection and sampling, and countering secondary threats.
Planners must also realize that CBRNE medicine is a specialty.
Yet the medical consequences of CBRN agents and explosives are
not included in the curricula of many medical studies. Health
professionals need these differential diagnosis capabilities. In the
event of a CBRN incident, there won’t be time to open a book or use
Google.
S&BP: You’ve written that there was a “total lack of CBRN
equipment” before the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens.
How did Greece determine what it needed to acquire?
BG Galatas, MD: Government authorities and the Organizing
Committee for the Olympic Games (OGOC) asked the Greek
military to define roles and identify needed equipment. This involved
considerable research, but ultimately some of the equipment chosen
was not ideal. For example, massive decontamination containers were
hard to move.
The international cooperation and assistance that we received was
helpful. The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW), through its International Cooperation and Assistance
program, provided training abroad. Through Article X of the
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Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), my unit received equipment
from another member state, Switzerland.
International experts were helpful, but some served as
representatives of national defense companies. This meant that some
of the equipment they proposed wasn’t suitable for our purposes or
was in the experimental stage.
S&BP: What kinds of CBRN equipment did you use, handle,
or review for the Athens Olympics?
BG Galatas, MD: Working PPE included Level C equipment with
additional chemical aprons for decontamination purposes. There were
also gas masks, PAPR systems from Scott/SEA, mass decon stations
from Vekkla and OWR, ComPAC field ventilators with gas filters,
RAPID biodetectors, M8/M9 detection papers, Swiss CAM detectors,
MKII radiation detectors, and QuikClot and CAT haemostatic
tourniquets, just to name a few.
We also modified standard military tents by adding nozzles to
the aluminum skeletons and then connecting these nozzles to power
washing machines. This innovative method helped to control costs
while providing numerous decontamination stations.
S&BP: Did some types of equipment exceed your
expectations? Did some equipment disappoint you?
BG Galatas, MD: It’s difficult to answer this question directly. Our
equipment was never used in the field in response to a CBRN incident.
There are some observations I would share with your readers,
however.
Those who sign do not know, and those who know do not sign. In
other words, some of our equipment proposals were altered by those
who seemed more concerned about costs than capabilities. Long-term
deployment can differ significantly from short-term deployment, too.
For example, inflatable tents did not perform well because of strong
air currents and high temperatures, conditions that are normal in
August but not at other times of the year.
There’s also this to consider: If something isn’t moveable, it’s not
operationally correct. For example, mass decontamination containers
need huge tracks and a large crane. Decon trailers, on the other hand,
attach easily to civilian 4x4s.
Finally, the medical community must work closely with the
defense industry so that we have tailor-made products for CBRNE
medicine. Our two communities don’t know enough about each other.
That’s because response plans focus on field operations instead of
hospitals.
S&BP: You’ve described your decontamination philosophy
as “one person, one machine, one product, and less water.”
Would you please describe this in more detail?
BG Galatas, MD: There are many different types of decontamination
products and equipment. The ideal is one portable machine using
one decon solution and operated by one responder. This results in a
minimum amount of contaminated wastewater.
Such a combination of features is rare, but there are companies
that share this philosophy. Wastewater is important to consider during
CBRN incidents, but the environment is the last thing we think about.
Eventually, however, we may face environmental consequences that
last far longer than the incident itself.
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Flares lit-up the night sky as the Olympic flame burned brightly at the Opening Ceremony for the
2004 Games in Athens.

In the event of a CBRN attack, there will also be long-term
consequences to human health. During my preparations for the 2004
Olympic Games, I participated in OPCW training at the military
hospital in Tehran. There’s a small out-patient clinic there that treats
patients exposed to CWAs during the Iran-Iraq War. This gave me
an opportunity to examine victims from that era. According to 2013
data, there are more than 50,000 active files in that clinic.
S&BP: Imagine that you are in charge of CBRN defense for
this summer’s World Cup tournament in Brazil. What advice
would you give to the government there?
BG Galatas, MD: In September 2013, I addressed the Eighth
Brazilian Biosafety Congress. This invitation-only workshop gave
me a chance to meet with national authorities and other stakeholders
both for the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Rio De Janeiro Olympic
Games. At the end of the session, I submitted a white paper to the
Brazilian government.
Brazil must treat CBRN threats with greater seriousness. When
you invite millions of guests to an international sporting event, some
of the attendees will bring more than just a love of sports. They will
bring their own problems, and those problems can become your own.
Military capabilities and public sector preparedness must be
considered. Factors such as social unrest, criminality, and border
security are critical, too.
Recently, I read that Brazil plans to deploy the Saab RBS 70
short-range air defense system in time for the World Cup. Should
this be a priority? If terrorists may have advanced weaponry, what
about CBRN threats? Time is short, and this international sporting
event will start soon. Fortunately, there is more time to prepare for
Rio 2016. Brazil must educate medical and nursing personnel across
the country, equip hospital emergency departments, and train first
receivers about CBRN medical consequences.
The Olympic hosts must ask for international cooperation and
assistance. I would advise Brazil to invoke Article X of the CWC
and seek close collaboration with the OPCW. Educate the populace
about CBRN protection. Explain how to shelter-in-place. Launch
an awareness campaign focused not just on tourism but on critical
infrastructure as well.
Brazil can do this, but the country must focus on CBRN
threats and dispel the notion that “it can’t happen here.” That can
be a heavy lift.
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Cybersecurity Future Legislation
Rep. Patrick Meehan of Pennsylvania
chairs the House Subcommittee on
Cybersecurity, Infrastructure Protection,
and Security Technologies. He spoke at
the Brookings Institution in Washington,
D.C., on 10 April about the most recent
cybersecurity legislation he helped write
and pass out of committee.

T

A Real Threat,

A Necessary Bill

By U.S. Representative Patrick Meehan
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he Internet has become the next
battlefield. Unlike land, sea, and air
[operations], cyber war[fare] occurs
at the speed of light, is global, and it is
more difficult to determine the origin of
the attacks. Many of you know firsthand
how every day, our nation’s most critical
digital systems are attacked and probed by
criminals and adversaries.
Our adversaries, including Russia,
China, Iran, and—most importantly—a
very unpredictable regime in North Korea,
are relentlessly looking for ways to exploit
American digital networks, to probe our
nation’s critical infrastructure, and to steal
intellectual property for financial gain.
Cyber espionage threatens our military,
our industry, and our daily lives. While
high profile retail breaches like the ones at
Target and Neiman Marcus resonate with
the public, a successful cyberattack on our
critical infrastructure could cause much
more harm in terms of lives [lost] and
monetary damage.
As Chairman of the Cybersecurity,
Infrastructure Protection, and Security
Technologies subcommittee on the House
Committee on Homeland Security, I am
concerned that the growing cyber threat
to our nation’s critical infrastructure
is an “Achilles Heel” in our homeland
security defenses. More and more of my
colleagues in Congress are beginning to
appreciate the nature of [this] growing
threat. American businesses that have been
attacked are reaching out to [us] for help.
I was moved when in the first week of my
chairmanship, the Business Roundtable
visited me to express that our nation’s top
CEOs consider cyber threats the greatest
concern they have. With the Target breach
as an example, many more Americans
are beginning to understand how being
hacked can lead to identity theft and the
loss of their personal information.
Of all the cyber threats, I’m especially
concerned about the threats against our
critical infrastructure, meaning gas,
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I’m concerned about the threats against our critical infrastructure,
meaning gas, power, electricity, and water. A cyberattack on these
essential industries could cause irreparable harm...
power, electricity, and water. A cyberattack
on these essential industries could cause
irreparable harm to our citizens. I am not
alone [in this assessment]. It is instructive
that within the first week of the end of
his tenure as Secretary of Defense, Leon
Panetta traveled to New York to warn of
concerns of the potential for a cyber “Pearl
Harbor” which could bring down our
information systems and decimate our
economy.
In addition to destructive attacks, we
have already seen the loss of countless
American jobs as a result of cyber
espionage on U.S. companies, including
the loss of industrial information and
intellectual property. U.S companies
lose about $250 billion per year through
intellectual property theft, with another
$114 billion lost due to cyber crime.
According to General Keith Alexander
[former commander of the U.S. Cyber
Command], this loss constitutes “the
greatest transfer of wealth in history.”
Threats to the homeland are evolving—
so too must our defenses. We cannot, and
will not, wait for a catastrophic 9/11-scale
cyberattack to [occur] before moving
greatly needed cybersecurity legislation.

A Different Path: The National
Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection Act

As a result of the [recent] controversy over
NSA [surveillance] programs, politics has
made the passage of any cyber-related
legislation challenging. Many of my
colleagues in Congress, including myself,
want to have a vigorous debate on this
NSA issue so we can find resolution and
move on to other critical issues that need
legislative action, such as cybersecurity.
That being said, I do see a real opportunity
on how cyber legislation could move
through the political environment of this
Congress.
In a post-Snowden era, there is a strong
desire to make sure that a civilian agency,
with robust and transparent privacy
safeguards, is the primary interface for
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the sharing of cyber threat information
between the federal government and the
private sector. I do believe that having
these additional privacy and civil liberty
protections at a civilian agency would
give my colleagues in Congress a lot more
comfort in passing a suite of cybersecurity
legislation.
After extensive outreach and great
collaboration with critical parties,
Homeland Security Committee Chairman
Michael McCaul and I have introduced a
bipartisan cybersecurity bill, the National
Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure
Protection Act, to strengthen our nation’s
efforts to protect the homeland from a
cyberattack on our critical infrastructure
while prohibiting any new, burdensome
regulations.
However the debate over the
Snowden revelations is resolved, it is
vitally important to appreciate that the
cyber legislation we have introduced is
apart from that controversy. In fact, it is
actually an antidote to privacy concerns
because our bill is structured around a
civilian agency that operates with robust
protections of personal information.
This bipartisan bill—supported by
industry and the privacy community, and
passed unanimously out of the Homeland
Security Committee two months
ago—can help Congress move past this
cyber legislative impasse this year. The
collaborative, inclusive process we used is
a blueprint for other committees [that are]
working to resolve the NSA debate.
We need to harden our systems and
networks to become more impervious
to the threat while maintaining our civil
liberties and protections, and not impeding
the expansion of commerce and trade.
[These are] lofty goals, but achievable
ones.
In fact, advocates for national security,
privacy, and industry have all endorsed
this bill, including public statements and
letters of support from the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), American
Chemistry Council, AT&T, Boeing, the

Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation,
multiple trade associations representing
the energy sector, the GridWise Alliance,
multiple trade associations representing
the financial services sector, the National
Defense Industrial Association (NDIA),
Information Technology Industry Council,
Internet Security Alliance, Oracle, Entergy,
Pepco, Con Edison, the Professional
Services Council, and Verizon.
This bill represents over a year of work
and more than 300 meetings with experts
and stakeholders: the owners and operators
of critical infrastructure, government
agencies, academics, and privacy advocates.
It wasn’t easy. [So] before we did anything,
we listened. We went through several
drafts and countless hours of negotiations,
but I’m proud that the legislation is, as the
ACLU has called it, “both pro-security and
pro-privacy.”
Specifically, the bill enhances
and fosters the groundwork laid by
industry and DHS by strengthening
the Department’s civilian, transparent
interface to allow real-time cyber threat
information sharing.
Our bill will strengthen, streamline,
and make more effective the National
Cybersecurity and Communications
Integration Center (NCCIC), a civilian
and transparent state-of-the-art operations
center that will facilitate this real-time
information sharing across the critical
infrastructure sectors. It will serve as a
real-time portal for communicating with
other federal agencies that have a role in
cybersecurity. [And I believe DHS is up
to the task.] They have reached out to the
private sector for experienced leadership
and have really upped their game.
This legislation is important because it
protects civil liberties by putting a civilian
agency with the nation’s most robust
and transparent privacy office in charge
of interfacing with the private sector
and preventing Americans’ personallyidentifiable information from being shared
with the federal government. As many of
you know, DHS has a robust privacy and
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operators on a voluntary basis. It ensures
that the government has plans and
procedures in place for when a cyberattack
occurs. It is essential that we promote
better coordination between the private
sector and government to ensure our
nation’s critical infrastructure owners
and operators have the threat information
necessary to defend and safeguard our
communications networks, information
systems, power grids, pipelines, dams, and
other vital transportation systems that run
our economy.
Lastly, the legislation amends the
SAFETY Act to establish a threshold
for qualifying cyber incidents so private
entities can voluntarily submit their
cybersecurity procedures to the SAFETY
Act Office to gain additional liability
protections in the event of a qualifying
cyber incident.

Looking Ahead

Public utilities and private facilities use networked servers to manage operations. Rep. Patrick Meehan warns that “the growing
cyber threat to our nation’s critical infrastructure is an ‘Achilles Heel’ in our homeland security defenses.” (Abigor)

civil liberties office well acquainted with
the protection of American rights. This
capability is just another reason why it
makes sense for DHS to be the primary
interface with the private sector.
In order to address the greatest
vulnerabilities and gaps in our systems,
the bill establishes an equal partnership
between DHS and the private sector
to facilitate critical infrastructure
protection and incident response efforts.
With 85 percent of critical infrastructure
owned or operated by the private sector,
it’s essential that the government and
industry continue to collaborate and
work together to address this growing
cybersecurity threat.

To that end, our bill will codify the
principles of the National Infrastructure
Protection Plan (NIPP), a public-private
partnership framework that has been
supported by the private sector since 2003.
The NIPP structure has already taken root
with industry and codifying it will allow
it to further mature. It creates a dynamic,
flexible capacity to encourage [the] use of
emerging technologies that respond to the
ever-changing nature of the threat.
This legislation also codifies the
Cyber Incident Response Teams (CIRTs)
to provide vital technical assistance,
crisis management, and actionable
recommendations on cyber threats
to critical infrastructure owners and
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The Department of Homeland Security
has a significant role to play in
coordinating the national protection,
prevention, mitigation of and recovery
from cyberattacks. While the Department
has been building its capability to protect
our nation’s critical infrastructure from
cyberattacks, it is a priority of mine to
conduct oversight and provide the needed
tools and resources for it to further
mature.
Without creating any new regulatory
authorities for DHS, our bill will
strengthen the solid work that DHS is
already doing and enhance the capabilities
of the Department so it can realize its full
potential of being the main interface for
industry and government to share cyber
threat information.
I want to [say] a few words about the
importance of the private sector in this
process. We can’t achieve improvements in
cyber protections unless we get industry
and private sector “buy in.” We need the
private sector to make this work.
For all these reasons, I believe this
legislation, one part of comprehensive
cyber legislation, is essential for protecting
our nation’s critical infrastructure
from a cyberattack. I am confident that
our ongoing dialogue with all of the
stakeholders, including our colleagues in
the Senate, will yield common ground and
help pave the way to finally passing this
essential legislation.
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cyber resilience

Towards a Realistic Cybersecurity Policy

Dr. Allan Friedman is a renowned cyber expert and the co-author with P.W. Singer of “Cybersecurity and Cyberwar: What Everyone Needs
to Know” (Oxford University Press, 2014). A visiting scholar at the Cyber Security Policy Research Institute at George Washington University,
Friedman has written on subjects ranging from telecommunications policy to electronic medical records to the recent NSA controversy.
Allan Friedman was interviewed by S&BP Assistant Editor George Jagels.
S&BP: What are some of the
pervasive trends in cybersecurity
from today looking ahead five
years?
Friedman: The future will be like the
present, only more so. In the book we
highlight a number of future challenges
that will continue to introduce new
risks—mobile computing, the increasing
internationalization of the Internet,
and the diffusion of networked objects
in the “Internet of Things”—but many
of the policy challenges will maintain
their current form. This is not just a
technical issue; it requires understanding
human behavior, how organizations
work, and perhaps most importantly,
what the incentives are—the economics
of information security. We’re never
going to have a completely secure world.
So the goal should not be an absolute
security model. Rather, it’s a question of
resilience.
Resilience is a vague term, but it
essentially means this: How can you
withstand an attack and still adapt,
react, and rebuild? This is not just a
technical matter. It’s also a question of
organization, investment, and planning.
There’s no specific way to do this.
Different countries and organizations
will decide what works best for them.
S&BP: What is new about
cybercrime? How can it be
prevented?
Friedman: First, it’s important to
distinguish between existing crimes
supported with information technology,
and genuinely novel cybercrime. We’ve
always been able to launder money; that’s
not new, even if you’re using a computer.
The interesting thing is how little a
criminal can actually do. You can steal
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Groups such as Anonymous, the members of which are
often seen wearing Guy Fawkes masks, have attacked
computer networks and websites in both the private and
public sectors. “In a world where we’re trying to protect
our entire society,” Allan Friedman says, “the focus
should be on understanding defense.” (Jeff Ling)

data, processing power, and credentials,
and from that narrow set of issues, we
have all the current risks.
How I like to approach it is look at
what the actor wants to do, and then
figure out how to raise the costs for the
attacker and make it as cheap as possible
for the defender to respond. The theft of
Target credit cards was an inconvenience,
but it did not threaten consumers’
long-term solvency. We’ve made it more
difficult for criminals to extract value
from stolen credit cards. As a result, these
cards trade for very little on the open
market.
Another much-discussed cybercrime
is the theft of company secrets, which
has often been linked to other countries.
With regard to this competitive data
theft, the question we need to ask is:
What is the actual incidence of harm?
I’ve done some research related to this,
and I don’t think we should treat data
as an asset, but as a tool for growth. So
how will an adversary who steals your

information affect your growth? This
will vary by sector, timeframe, and the
expertise of the adversary.
S&BP: Is there any risk of cyberinsecurity stifling innovation?
Friedman: It is true that certain types
of progress will be slowed, but some of
these issues are cases where we should be
asking questions before charging forward.
For example, why does a pacemaker need
to access a wide area wireless network? It
is a slight convenience and a somewhat
cheaper provision of healthcare, but
what are the long-term risks in terms of
security? The decision-maker who wants
the cheaper, more convenient products
may not be in a position to answer this
question.
Another example is a power company
that would save money by having a
remotely accessible substation rather
than sending a technician to the site. On
the other hand, they’re taking a lot of
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A Kabul business uses an old computer to download songs, movies, and software for a small fee. Allan Friedman warns of the risks
of “adversaries who are seeking to exploit unprotected systems [concentrating] on the poorer countries until most of the ‘bad’ traffic
comes from those countries.” (Michael Hvorecky)

risk if they’re not investing in security
beforehand … [We need to look at] the
externalities here. In some cases we’ll still
charge full ahead.
S&BP: What are some meaningful
metrics in cybersecurity?
Friedman: Because you’re dealing with
an automated global system, many of
the numbers are huge, and some are
meaningless. A system could be attacked
a million times a second, and once a day,
someone really sophisticated may come
after you. The rest of the time there might
be a bunch of unpatched Windows 95
boxes spamming every IP address from
zero to infinity. This is not a real threat.
The most important issue we can
think about is our level of insecurity:
How many unpatched machines are
out there? How many smartphones are
there without security patches? Among
those vulnerabilities, what’s being
attacked? The vulnerability databases
are very large, but very few are attacked
in a weaponized, systematic way; so
you want to know that ratio. From a
business perspective, you want to know
how to prioritize your defenses. As
policymakers, we want to know the tools
and information we need to communicate
to the decision makers.
In terms of statistics, everything
stems from threat assessment and

the target landscape. We hear that
110 million credit card numbers were
stolen. It’s a big number and useful, but
how many of those numbers have been
cancelled? How much fraud has been
linked to that incident? The important
questions are to understand where the
damage is happening, and what is the
cost of mitigating these harms. In the
example of the Target credit card breach,
it’s ultimately a large distributed set of
merchants who will have to absorb those
costs when criminals attempt to use the
stolen cards to extract value.
S&BP: What is the cyber threat
landscape?
Friedman: In the book, we note that we
haven’t been able to attribute a single
power outage to cyber-terrorist activity.
On the other hand, there are dozens of
outages a week caused by squirrels. No
one is proposing a war on furry-tailed
rodents. So the notion of the cyber
terrorist threat has been over inflated.
After 9/11, we saw our society as
being open and vulnerable. So we tried
to secure everything. That’s impossible,
however, and it was the wrong approach.
We wasted money and didn’t become
much more secure.
Through DHS, the current approach
has been to coordinate throughout
critical infrastructure and focus on
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helping the owners and operators of these
systems to empower themselves to identify
vulnerabilities, then identify threats, and
then put a plan in place for mitigation. The
problem is that each of these companies
have different internal system dynamics.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution.
In February 2014, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
released a Cybersecurity Framework
built around the notions that each actor
is different and that the government
doesn’t want to be in the business of
prescribing technical solutions. This
voluntary approach was directed by the
President in a 2013 executive order. The
role of the government is to coordinate. It
also performs a slightly supervisory role:
helping people figure out what they need,
watching how the market is responding,
and seeing how regulatory agencies are
working with their industry partners.
S&BP: What is your assessment of
current cybersecurity legislation?
Friedman: The last large bill on
cybersecurity was in 2002 and devoted
to federal systems. Starting in 2009 and
2010, there were a number of attempts to
give more direct regulatory authority to
DHS, and to focus on information sharing.
That last part was controversial because
it involved handing information to the
NSA—an idea that’s even less popular
now.
The current bipartisan House bill
gives statutory support to a role that’s
already been adopted by DHS—to lead
on cybersecurity coordination efforts
both inside the government and between
the government and private sector. In
my opinion, it doesn’t give any more
regulatory authority. The changes will
be positive, but aren’t major other than
giving Congressional approval, which is
important, to ongoing programs. This is
more about legitimizing an approach than
changing policy. Yet any time Congress
allocates more money to this issue is
important.
S&BP: Do you think DHS needs
more cybersecurity regulatory
authority?
Friedman: One way of interpreting the
voluntary framework in the executive
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Very successful cyberattacks are complicated. Stuxnet could not have
been conceived and executed by teens in their parents’ basement.
order is that that it’s too early for the
government to know what to do and
prescribe protective measures through
traditional regulation. Partly, it’s because
this is an evolving space. In part, it’s to
give the private sector a chance to selfregulate and show that they don’t need
additional incentives to understand their
own security needs.
The voluntary model works best if
market participants believe that a failure
to act will have dire consequences.
Trade associations and communities
can talk to each other, get on board,
and demonstrate progress, or else the
government will come in with more
burdensome regulation. The government
wants the carrot of a voluntary model as
well as the stick of potential regulation.
S&BP: How do you grade DHS on
cyber issues? What can the U.S.
learn from foreign governments?
Friedman: The DHS perspective of 20082009 focused on cybersecurity within an
open market. It required public-private
partnerships, incentive mechanisms,
and an understanding of the relationship
between the roles of government and
the private sector. At that time, this
was a rare notion. Yet I think it’s now
conventional wisdom.
DHS has had to deal with the
challenge of acquiring technical expertise
and integrating it with policy expertise.
This is a challenge for any organization
dealing in cybersecurity: How to bring
people up to speed with the problem.
The U.S. has been a leader in
addressing these questions, although
other nations are asking similar
questions. We differ from our European
colleagues who have more of a
regulation-based focus. Culturally and
politically, we are driven by liability.
Europeans, on the other hand, rely more
on a priori regulation. The U.K. has
had success with informal leadership,
however, and has brought together
leaders from critical sectors to work on
the issue. The challenge for the U.S. is
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that we’re much larger than the U.K. and
there’s much more dynamic competition.
It’s very hard to get competitors in the
room together. Then there are anti-trust
issues.
Our peers on the Pacific Rim have
done a very good job working with the
standards community to identify areas
where international standards can be
helpful. One of the biggest dangers
moving forward is that countries try to
push for nation-specific cybersecurity
regulations for products. This would
make it very difficult to have a global
marketplace for technology.
S&BP: For state actors, is
there a significant difference
between offensive and defensive
capabilities?
Friedman: Many have argued that
cyberspace will be offense dominant
because it’s difficult to defend. In the
book, we disagree for a couple of reasons.
First, throughout history, we’ve often
been wrong. Go back to World War I,
when everyone assumed offense would
dominate due to technology. Yet states
spent most of the war discovering just
how good defense could be.
Second, the very successful
cyberattacks are very complicated.
The one we know the most about is
probably Stuxnet, the attack against
Iranian uranium enrichment. This
was not something that could have
been conceived and executed by Red
Bull-drinking teens in their parents’
basement. Stuxnet required mass
amounts of expertise and, more
importantly, intelligence. The attackers
knew a great deal about the systems they
were targeting, even building a physical
mockup, according to one report. This is
something only a state can do.
Finally, I worry about the
implications of thinking about this as an
offense-dominant space. A recent report
said the U.S. is spending between 2.5 and
four times the amount on researching
offensive capacity as it is on defensive

capacity. That’s scary, because in a
world where we’re trying to protect our
entire society, the focus should be on
understanding defense.
S&BP: What are cybersecurity
ghettos and how are these
problematic for more secure
nations?
Friedman: As nations such as the U.S.
adopt more secure postures, there’s a
danger of creating a gap between richer
countries and poorer countries. For
developing countries, the focus is trying
to get them aboard the IT revolution
rather than securing what they have.
Security is expensive, requires expertise,
and is difficult to manage.
One can imagine a future where
wealthier countries secure their own
systems. Adversaries who are seeking to
exploit unprotected systems will then
concentrate on the poorer countries until
most of the “bad” traffic comes from
those countries. This would be incredibly
deleterious for the poor countries since
rich countries may try to block all traffic
from these places.
We’ve seen a push for cyber global
capacity building from South Korea.
They realize that if they are attacked
in the cyber domain by North Korea, it
won’t be from computers in North Korea.
It will be from computers around the
world that have been exploited by North
Korean operations and turned against the
South.
This notion that we are all vulnerable
to insecure systems and networks
whether they are in our country or not
is very important. It’s going to be one of
the most challenging ideas to build policy
around. The real fear is that ten years
from now, the Global South will still be
using Windows 95 machines plugged into
giant pipes, meaning that they will have
the network capacity of the 21st century
but the computer security of the 1990s.
This will leave them both vulnerable to
attacks and to serving as platforms for
attacks against the U.S.
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GERMS, SPORES,

AND BORDERS
Protecting the U.S. Homeland from Biological Threats Requires a Holistic Approach

By Steve Melito

L

ast December, the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) reviewed its leading
health challenges of 2013. “Our
biggest successes,” said CDC director
Tom Frieden, MD, MPH, “may be the bad
things that did not happen.” This included
stopping the outbreak of a smallpox-like
virus in the Eurasian Republic of Georgia,
and preventing other infectious diseases
from reaching the U.S. “Global health and
protecting our country go hand in hand,”
Dr. Frieden explained.
The CDC isn’t part of the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), but DHS
works in concert with the nation’s health
protection agency. The DHS Office of
Health Affairs (OHA) also coordinates
efforts with the U.S. Department of State
to share information both across the U.S.
federal government and with Canada and
Mexico. As part of OHA, the National
Biosurveillance Center (NBIC) integrates
biomonitoring activities to provide a
common operating picture.

Protecting the Northern Border

In an age when weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) and infectious
diseases can travel at the speed of an
airliner, early detection of biological risks
is critical. Today, NBIC tracks information
from more than 12 federal agencies as well
as state and local governments, private
stakeholders, and international sources.
To provide early warning of a possible
biological attack or pandemic, NBIC
analyzes data about human, animal, plant,
and environmental health.

According to NBIC’s strategic plan,
OHA will leverage federal government
efforts under the Beyond the Border
initiative, a U.S.-Canada effort to
promote perimeter security and protect
binational trade and travel. The Action
Plan commits the United States and
Canada to establishing working groups
for improved CBRNE defense and
greater interoperability in emergency
management communications.
Biological attacks are not the only
epidemiological risks to homeland
security, however. As a Joint Border
Threat Assessment from 2010 explained,
“high traveler volumes” between the
United States and Canada create an
“inherent risk” that communicable
diseases could be introduced into Canada
from the U.S., or vice versa. With an
estimated 75 percent of Canadians living
within 100 miles of the U.S. border, the
spread of infectious disease could degrade
the security, economics, and health
delivery systems of both countries.
The Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) epidemic of 2002-2003
underscores the importance of early
warnings and international cooperation.
Outside of Asia, Canada had the highest
rate of SARS, with 251 cumulative cases
and 38 deaths. Although the epidemic
began in southern China, Canada’s
Global Public Health Intelligence
Network (GPHIN) provided initial
warning to North America. GPHIN is
part of the World Health Organization’s
Global Outbreak and Alert Response
Network (GOARN).
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Beyond Border Security

For the United States, surveillance of potential
biological threats is also a part of border
security with Mexico. The Border Infectious
Disease Surveillance (BIDS) program is a
regional effort with federal, state, academic,
and international partners. BIDS gathers
and exchanges epidemiologic data, promotes
binational communications, and strengthens
cross-border public health infrastructure.
Operations span a 100-km zone on both
sides of the border from Texas in the east to
California in the west.
In Arizona, the BIDS project is housed in
the Arizona Department of Health Services
(ADHS) Office of Border Health. Recent
achievements include the establishment of a
network of sentinel clinic and hospital sites
with enhanced epidemiology and laboratory
diagnostic capabilities. Multiple surveillance
sites for Severe Acute Respiratory Infections
(SARI) and Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) now
operate at acute care facilities in the Arizona
border region.
The spread of infectious diseases such as
influenza is of particular concern after the
2009 H1N1 pandemic, which was so severe in
Mexico that the government closed schools
to prevent contagion. Acting on information
from Mexican authorities, the CDC issued
a travel health warning that advised U.S.
citizens to postpone all non-essential travel
to Mexico. CDC also worked with the Food
and Drug Administration to ramp-up the
Strategic National Stockpile of anti-influenza
medications.
H1N1 was a combination of influenza
virus genes never previously identified in
either animals or people, yet international
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media attention focused on a Mexican hog
farm owned by the largest U.S. pork producer
and processor. Virginia-based Smithfield
Farms denied accusations that “swine flu”
originated at its Veracruz facility, but the risk
of animal-to-human disease transmission
remains a concern worldwide. Last year, for
example, Chinese authorities killed more
than 200,000 birds after an outbreak of H7N9
avian flu in Shanghai.
North American efforts to combat the
spread of SARS and H1N1 were largely
successful, but the United States has still
upgraded its international protocols. In April
2012, the U.S. joined Canada and Mexico in
signing the North American Plan for Animal
and Pandemic Influenza (NAPAPI). This
comprehensive health security framework
outlines how all three nations will assist
each other and provide a rapid, coordinated
response to outbreaks of animal and/or
human influenza.

Biowatch Against Bioterrorism

Pandemics are not the only proof that
biological threats pose a danger to homeland
security. Since 9/11, releases of anthrax and
ricin have been used in acts of bioterrorism
on U.S. soil. The 2001 anthrax attacks and the
2003 and 2013 ricin letter all used powdered
forms of toxins that shut down mailrooms
and, in the case of the anthrax letters, claimed
lives. Ricin, a highly-toxic protein obtained
from pressed castor bean seeds, is of special
concern because no known antidote exists.
Although state-of-the art biodetection
technologies are available, the basic principles
and problems of air sampling remain. As
Charles D. Yaffee, M.S., a leading American
industrial hygienist explained to a National
Safety Congress and Exposition in Chicago
nearly 60 years ago, “The preferred
instrument is one which gives an on-thespot answer.” Today, responders can choose
portable products such as the ACD-200
Bobcat dry filter unit (DFU) air collector with
rapid filter elution system.
Made by InnovaPrep, Inc. of Drexel, MO,
this lightweight unit is designed specifically
for tactical use and exceeds requirements
from the U.S. military’s Joint Program
Executive Office for Chemical and Biological
Defense. The air sampler has a dry filter
made of electrically-charged fibers and can
collect particles smaller than the size of the
weaves. Responders can address a range of
air sampling requirements, including the
collection of bioaerosols, and then transport
samples to a lab.
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In some U.S. cities, biosecurity efforts
are backed by BioWatch, a DHS program
that’s designed to detect the release of
airborne pathogens. Biowatch uses a network
of air collectors and filters that are co-located
with Environmental Protection Agency air
quality monitors. Based on technologies
developed at Lawrence Livermore and Los
Alamos National Laboratories, the DHS
system collects airborne particles onto the
filters, which are then transported to CDC
laboratories for analysis.
Recently, PositiveID of Delray Beach,
FL, announced that its BioWatch “lab in
a box” can eliminate the trip to the lab
altogether. The company’s Microfluidic
Bio-agent Autonomous Networked Detector
(M-BAND) collects and detects airborne
pathogens in a self-contained unit, and then
transmits the results to smartphones or
other devices every three hours. PositiveID
received $30 million from DHS to develop
the system.
Current BioWatch technology has
generated false alarms, however, and
critics claim that the program cannot
detect underground and indoor releases.
Dr. Philippe Le Goff, an international
expert in risk-oriented computational fluid
dynamics (roCFD), sees a greater role for
three-dimensional modeling and simulation.
“By modeling the potential of an anthrax
attack at an airport, for example, we can
predict how airborne anthrax spores will be
dispersed—and who might be affected.”
Predictive modeling and simulation
can also help to protect against airborne
contamination in both current and future
critical infrastructure. Applications for
roCFD include the design and protection of
government buildings, military installations,
and biological laboratories, as well as
hospitals and pharmaceutical manufacturing
facilities. By simulating and modeling
biological threat scenarios, agencies can
adopt a more pro-active approach.
Argon Electronics, a U.K. supplier of
CBRN and HazMat training simulators,
is working with leading detector
manufacturers to offer responders a
different type of simulator. Argon’s CBRN
PlumeSIM product is not designed for
biological releases, but simulates plumes,
deposition, and hot spots for chemical
and radiological training exercises. This
technology echoes Le Goff’s methodology,
and highlights the importance of both
software-based modeling and responder
training for biosecurity.

Cooperation: A Force Multiplier

Current and emerging technologies are
essential, but defense against biological
threats still involves communication,
collaboration, and cooperation. The whole
of department, whole of government, and
whole of international community model
that agencies within and beyond DHS have
implemented is one that the Department of
Defense (DoD) shares.
“Harnessing the power of the
international community to reduce
biological risks can only be done by
building bridges between the security and
public health sectors,” said Rebecca K.C.
Hersman, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Countering Weapons of
Mass Destruction on 1 April 2014 during
testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee. “DoD recognizes that
addressing biological threats requires global
prevention, detection, and response.”
A former Senior Research Fellow at
National Defense University, Hersman is
responsible for formulating policies to help
protect U.S. and Allied warfighters against
CBRN attacks. The Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Defense is also charged with
providing guidance about CBRN defense of
American interests abroad. “Cooperation
is a force multiplier,” she explained in her
recent Senate testimony, “enabling swift and
comprehensive action” against a spectrum
of threats “in these times of fiscal austerity”.
In an age when agencies are being asked
to do more with less, this collaborative
approach also applies to biodetection.
Cooperation and coordination with Canada
and Mexico are essential, and responders
must be ready for a range of scenarios.
H1N1 never rivaled the Great Influenza
Pandemic of 1918-1919, but the World
Health Organization (WHO) noted in 2013
that “the world is ill-prepared to respond
to a severe influenza pandemic or any
similarly global, sustained, and threatening
public-health emergency”.
Communicable disease are not
the only biological threats to the U.S.
homeland, however. International and
domestic terrorist groups, as well as
lone-wolf actors, remain a concern even
as popular memories of the ricin and
anthrax letter attacks fade. Providing
affordable, integrated biodetection
systems that the public can trust and
responders can rely upon is one of the
great public health and national security
challenges of the 21st century.
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risks at the
Water’s Edge
Experts Analyze Threats to U.S. Seaports and How to Counter Them
By George Jagels

G

lobal trade would be impossible
without the massive ports and ships
that support it. For the U.S. economy,
seaports are particularly important. Canada
and Mexico are accessible by land, but
American buyers and suppliers alike depend
upon ocean-going container ships for trade
with much of the world. According to U.S.
Census statistics from 2011, the value of
international goods shipped through U.S.
seaports was $1.73 trillion, or more than 11
percent of the country’s total GDP.
Piracy off the coasts of Africa and
Indonesia threatens some commerce, but
most international shipping is secure. The
U.S. remains a target of terrorists with grand
ambitions, however, and both American
seaports and the ships that use them could
be marked for infiltration or direct attack.
In 2012, noted political scientist and former
Bush administration adviser Graham
Allison warned that a nuclear weapon was
more likely to reach the U.S. in a shipping
container than on a missile.
The consequences of an attack on a
U.S. port could be significant and longlasting. Commerce would slow to a crawl
and insurance rates would skyrocket. The
security response could be extraordinary,
further slowing maritime trade. The price
of goods would rise, further damaging the
economy. This would harm not just the
United States, but also its major trading
partners.
The U.S. is ill-prepared for such an
interruption in trade. As a 2013 Brookings
Institution study on the cyber vulnerabilities
of ports noted, “The zero-inventory, just-intime delivery system that sustains the flow
of U.S. commerce would grind to a halt in
a matter of days; shelves at grocery stores
and gas tanks at service stations would run
empty.” Port cyber security is important, but
physical protection is essential, too.

Strengthening Maritime Security

The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) has responded to this potential
threat with a number of programs. Since
2002, U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) has enforced the Container Security
Initiative, which requires shippers to share
information about containers coming into
American ports. Pre-clearing shipping
containers strengthens port security, but it
also lengthens supply chains while passing
costs to companies (and consumers).
Given the prospect of a nuclear weapon
inside a shipping container, however—
or, more likely, drugs and other illegal
goods—such costs seem reasonable.
Canada, the United States’ largest trading
partner, uses a system that is similar to the
Container Security Initiative. According to
a Canadian shipper who spoke with S&BP,
however, neither the U.S. nor Canada has
ever released figures about how many
“no load” containers actually contained
contraband.
At U.S. seaports, the CBP chooses
to search some containers based on its
Automated Targeting System (ATS), a
computer model which DHS says performs
“risk-based analysis of anomalies and
strategic intelligence to indicate which
shipments are high risk and require
additional scrutiny and mandatory
security inspections.” By analyzing
program data, the ATS is continuously
refined.
Other U.S. programs include the
Customs-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism (C-TPAT), a voluntary effort
that began in November 2001 when seven
major private U.S. importers promised to
follow supply chain security criteria. In
return for meeting the criteria, C-TPAT
members earn expedited processing.
Today, C-TPAT has over 10,000 members.
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The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), which is part of DHS,
received $93 million in congressional
appropriations for its FY 2013 Port Security
Grant Program. FEMA said this program
funds “port authorities, facility operators, and
state and local government agencies that are
required to provide port security services …
[to address] prevention, detection, response,
and/or recovery from attacks involving
improvised explosive devices (IED) and other
non-conventional weapons.”
In conjunction with global organizations,
the U.S. has also implemented the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) for tracking large
maritime vessels by satellite. In addition
to AIS, the Long-Range Identification
and Tracking (LRIT) system alerts port
authorities that a ship is inbound. Through
the International Ship and Port Facility
Security (ISPS) program, U.S. Coast Guard
personnel also travel overseas to examine the
security of foreign ports.
Although there is little available
information about the effectiveness of these
systems, there has not been a major terrorist
incident involving shipping containers.
Graham Allison’s fears about terrorists
smuggling in a nuclear weapon have not been
realized, but what about the physical security
of U.S. ports themselves?
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The Port of Long Beach was the fourth largest port in the U.S. in 2011, accepting over 80 million tons of goods. (Dave Proffer)

Governance, Strategy, and Metrics

Dividing port security into local and
national categories provides a measurable
way to describe U.S. efforts since 9/11. “At
the local level, there are more guns, gates,
and guards … but if you stop right there
that doesn’t get us very far,” said Dana
Goward, who once commanded the U.S.
Coast Guard’s Boat Forces Operations,
in an interview with S&BP. Goward was
also responsible for domestic and foreign
port security evaluation as a Coast Guard
civilian employee.
“The most important thing,” Goward
said, “is [that] people at the local level
are thinking about port security all the
time. There are Area Maritime Security
Committees, where all the stakeholders
come together and produce an area
maritime security plan. They’re continually
managing the program, asking questions,
and doing risk analysis.”
Coordinating the wide range of federal,
state, and local agencies involved in port
security is a massive undertaking. “At the
federal level alone, there are 20 agencies
involved at some level of regulating
[maritime] commerce,” Goward noted.
Add that to harbor patrol, police, and other
groups, and interagency cooperation can
be challenging.
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Scott Truver, director of TeamBlue
National Security Programs at Gryphon
Technologies, said that information sharing
is another important part of port security
efforts. “It still has a long way to go, and
it’s frustrated sometimes because much of
the threat data is classified,” he explained,
“but I think there’s been a much more open
sharing of information about threats and of
ways to deal with threats than ever before
in recognition that it must be done if port
security isn’t to be a sham.” Truver believes
that automated data fusion systems will
eventually be able to provide unclassified
information to all first responders in port
security.
Though there isn’t a single document that
represents a blueprint for U.S. port security,
Dana Goward believes that the Coast Guard’s
Maritime Security Risk Analysis Model
(MSRAM) provides the “central piece” for a
coherent prevention and risk-based strategy.
“MSRAM is used in all U.S. ports to assess
the risks of various kinds of activities to the
port facility,” Goward said. “It scores all of the
activities and facilities in the port according
to the level of risk they pose, and then helps
decision makers decide which areas of risk
they want to address and how they want to do
that.” MSRAM’s metrics, in addition to how
well an Area Maritime Security Committee

executes its plan, matter most to Goward.
Truver questions the clarity of current
policy, however, and cites the wide range of
organizations involved. “There is a need for a
unifying strategy that ties everyone (military,
DHS, law enforcement) together,” he said.
“Something similar to the administration’s
approach on the Arctic is needed. We have
an overarching national perspective and
the Coast Guard and Navy have their own
complementary strategies.”

Mines: An Old Threat Looms?

While debate continues over the current
policy, a century-old threat still causes alarm.
A characteristic of non-traditional adversaries
is that they require a relatively small amount
of resources to disrupt a modern society.
According to Scott Savitz of the RAND
Corporation, this is very much the case in
port security. He sees a submersible IED, or
mine, as a credible threat.
Savitz cited a 1980 hoax that closed the
Sacramento River for days and a “floating
pipe bomb” in Lake Pontchartrain in 2006.
“The concern with a maritime mine is not
like Iraq or Afghanistan—many events over
a wide area over a long time period—it’s that
the consequences of a limited number of
devices if we’re unprepared could be highconsequence,” he said.
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A demolition charge detonates 1,500 meters from the mine countermeasures ship USS Scout (MCM 8) in the Strait of Hormuz on
19 November 2010. (Petty Officer 1st Class Joshua Lee Kelsey)

Low-cost preparedness measures
are available, however. Understanding
specific port environments and knowing
where to apply mine countermeasures are
critical. The easiest and most clandestine
way to mine a port is to quietly drop
mines from a ship, Savitz explained. The
vessel does not need to be built for this
purpose either. Such was the case in 1984
when a Libyan ship mined approaches to
the Suez Canal.
“There’s been a lot of discussion up
to the level of Northern Command about
how to deal [with mines] without injuring
normal commerce,” said Truver, who
considers the mining of U.S. harbors to
be a credible but low-probability threat.
“A study by Johns Hopkins and Maryland
universities concluded that traffic in West
Coast oil ports would freeze for two to
three months until all of the anti-mine
countermeasures were put into place,”
Truver told S&BP. Countermeasures
include divers and anti-mine helicopters,
planes, and ships.
“The 1980s Tanker Wars in the
Persian Gulf and the use of mines by Iraq
in Desert Shield-Desert Storm show that
traditional mines could be employed,”
Truver continued. He noted that there
is a wide range of mines in terms of
sophistication, and that Russia and China
are making “their weapons available to
anyone who wants them.” In 1984, the
Libyan ship near the Suez deployed mines
whose Soviet design was sold by East
Germany. “This is an example of a weapon

we didn’t even know existed being used by
a terrorist organization,” Truver says.
Goward added that it would be very
difficult for a non-navy to mine a harbor
and that there are “easier ways to create
havoc” than clandestine mining. As vessels
become larger and operate in relatively
shallower channels, however, port security
becomes more fragile and easier to disrupt.
According to both Truver and Savitz,
the U.S. military and DHS continue
to consider the problem of mines.
Although none of the Navy’s 13 mine
countermeasure ships are deployed on the
East Coast, the service maintains mobile
EOD teams and helicopters specially suited
to the task of mine detection.

Turning Speed Boats into Bombs

The analysts that S&BP interviewed also
expressed concern that a speed boat laden
with explosives could ram ships or port
infrastructure, much like what happened to
the USS Cole in 2000. This is a particularly
difficult threat to counter because it
involves seemingly innocuous pleasure
craft. Yet such vessels, when piloted by
malign actors, could speed up very quickly
and provide little time for reaction.
In 2008, DHS presented a Small
Vessel Security Strategy that considered
waterborne IEDs (WIEDs; such as
explosive-laden boats) as one of four “key
risk scenarios.” With almost 14 million
small pleasure and commercial boats in
the U.S., the report said, “The ability to
screen or detect vessel-borne hazards is
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extremely limited.” DHS also noted the
ease with which inconspicuous small
vessels can blend with port traffic. They
are “fast, highly maneuverable, and able
to quickly relocate via roads and surface
transportation, making them particularly
dangerous and lethal if used as WBIEDs,”
the report stated.
New technologies are being built
to counter these threats. For example,
the HALO Maritime Security Barrier is
designed to deter intrusions at seaports and
protect ships at anchor. “Ships are most
vulnerable when they’re tied up at pier or at
anchor ... and terrorist attacks often come
from the sea,” said Brendan Gray, President
of HALO Maritime Defense Systems.
“[Given that] the economic well-being of all
nations is tied to ports, the idea with our
barriers is to give port security a chance.”
Currently, HALO’s Sentinel and
Guardian systems are being tested by
the U.S. Navy. The technology consists
of a catamaran structure made mostly
of marine-grade plastics formed into a
capture mechanism and a barrier. “We’re
engaging the boat; it’s not just bouncing
off the barrier,” Gray explained. He
claimed that the barrier “exceeded every
environmental and impact metric” the
Navy set over two years of testing. In one
assessment, a three-ton boat traveling 46
knots was captured in the barrier, which
only deflected ten feet before returning to
its original position.
The barrier, which comes in stationary
and gated versions, is towed into position
and anchored in place. Gray believes the
product could also have applicability
at nuclear power plants, natural gas
terminals, and airports. He stressed that
the system is modular and easy to repair,
but declined to discuss prices because of
the specificity of each project. “The cost
absolutely depends on the installation,” he
said. “We sit down with our customers for
each project, but I will say that the cost of
ownership is less than others.”

Unmanned Solutions

Another way to combat mine and WIED
threats is to increase the use of unmanned
surface vessels (USVs), which are already
used in Israel, Singapore, and Nigeria.
As Savitz, author of a 2013 report on
unmanned systems in naval operations
explained, “[USVs] can be a valuable
observation platform, can serve as a means
of determining intent—by communicating
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with boaters—and then have
countermeasures to interdict a threat.”
“In a high-threat environment, they
could contribute to deterrence without
putting personnel at risk,” Savitz said.
“The case we made ... is that using a remote
control rather than a highly autonomous
vehicle was likely to result in loss of
some situational awareness compared
with actual personnel aboard ship. If a
vehicle were developed with confidence
in its autonomy and specifically for the
role of deterring, or perhaps physically
interposing itself between a perspective
threat vessel and a target, [I could see it
being useful]. However, until a greater level
of autonomy is achievable, it’s likely that a
small boat with personnel aboard it would
result in better situational awareness.”
Truver also sees a growing role for
USVs and noted that the U.S. Navy
currently uses them in the Persian Gulf
to tow side scan sonars, which perform
a mine countermeasure role. Northrup
Grumman was awarded a contract in 2013
to support the U.S. Navy’s integration onto
an unmanned surface vehicle USV for
the company’s AQS-24A Side Look Sonar
System.
Savitz and Goward both raised the
matter of unanswered questions about
when and how to use USVs in the U.S.:
What are the rules of engagement if they’re
armed? (Even without a weapon, collisions
could cause casualties.) Who has what
responsibilities regarding collisions? Are
they technically vessels or debris? Do they

need to maintain a “good lookout” and
does that require a remote operator or
simply adequate sensors? Because of these
and other issues, Savitz posited that USVs
are “likely to be tentatively used in very
confined areas initially” by government
agencies.

The Navy Speeds Ahead

As part of a joint services effort called
the Physical Security Enterprise and
Analysis Group (PSEAG), the Navy began
the Integrated Waterside Security (IWS)
project in 2010. IWS is designed to increase
force protection at ports and to defend
critical maritime support infrastructure
against asymmetric threats. The project’s
first phase consisted of site visits, data
collection, and interviews at bases
around the world to determine needs and
priorities.
IWS Phase II brought together
senior stakeholders in force protection
throughout the Navy to review and analyze
the new data. “The senior stakeholders
all spoke of what the issues are and how
technology can close the gaps,” said Tom
Schaefer, Principal Project Manager for
Maritime Security Operations at Applied
Research Associates, Inc. Work from
Phase II will result in an IWS concept
demonstration at Naval Base San Diego in
September 2014.
The program’s focus areas include
improved situational awareness between
forces ashore and afloat, determining
hostile intent, and identifying what sort

A three-ton boat traveling at 46 knots impacting the next-generation barrier gate during a U.S. Navy test in 2013.
(HALO Maritime Defense Systems)
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of technologies can be used as a port
security barrier (the HALO barrier will
be demonstrated). Also included were
underwater threat detection, a precision
fire weapon, and a low-cost common
operating picture.
“Given the times, one of the entering
propositions was looking at systems that
have a low cost of entry,” Schaefer told
S&BP. “Highly sophisticated, expensive
systems are not really practical at this
time—so we were looking for things that
provide a capability but not at a huge
cost.”
The IWS demonstration’s focus areas
are broad and are not meant to preclude
new ideas. “What we’re trying to do is
demonstrate capabilities rather than
specific products and technologies,”
Schaefer emphasized. “What’s being
included in the IWS demonstration are
representative technologies of a specific
capability area.”
“For instance,” he added, “we’re
going to employ tactical tablets to do
the distributed situational awareness.
The tablet itself is not the focus; the
focus is being able to do distributed
situational awareness across the ashore
and afloat security forces.” Behind
the scenes, a system integrator called
JIGSAW will tie the existing systems with
the new technology additions for the
demonstration.
The IWS demonstration will be
overlaid on a standard naval port security
exercise during a week-long event. The
Navy’s regular evaluation will serve as
the baseline, Schaefer said, and then the
Navy will run the drills again with various
technology additions and look at the
differences in the results.
The IWS demonstration will not
include countermine operations, but
technologies are available. “There are a
number of technologies that can be used
to counter the threat of [WIEDs] both on
the lethal and non-lethal sides,” Schaefer
explained, “such as the SPIKE Point
Defense Missile.”
IWS is still conceptual, but some of
these technologies may be applicable
to future civilian port security efforts.
“These could be useful for the U.S. Coast
Guard … for port security initiatives
where they’re specifically protecting
against asymmetric threats,” Schaefer
said. “They’re working in the same
element that we are.”
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